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Abstract

A new formulation to easy simulation and optimization of gas and oil production systems is presented in this work. The problem of interest
corresponds to the typical daily gas and oil production calculation, i.e. a one-day time period planning. The simulation problem considers
determination of oil and gas production for the current topology. The optimization problem is established by considering that the instantaneous
production of the gas/oil network must optimally satisfy a given demand. Non-linear behavior and reverse flow is assumed for wells and cubic
equations of state are used to estimate thermodynamic properties. The resulting model contains differential and algebraic equations for a given fixed
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opology of interconnected wells coupled with surface pipeline networks. The model combinesDASSL to solve the inner set of differential–algebr
quations, andKnitro to solve both the optimization problem and the overall set of non-linear equations. The good performance of the m

he numerical strategy is illustrated with real cases of study.
2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Petroleum, either as gas or oil, is a finite and scarce resource
pon which modern society is strongly dependent. Hence,
ankind is forced to rationalize and optimize its production and

onsumption to make them safer, more efficient, and cheaper.
ndeed, the complexity of gas and oil production systems rep-
esents a unique challenge. A typical production infrastructure,
ither offshore or onshore, can be described as a number of
elds containing several reservoirs where wells have been or
ay be perforated for production or even injection when recov-
ry actions are performed. Surface facilities are also included to,
mong other purposes, allow well streams interconnectivity via
anifolds. In offshore oilfields, gas and oil production is concen-

rated in different platforms from where it is transported to sales
r storage points. A typical well may consist of either a single
ipe or two pipes. If the well contains two pipes then one pipe,
hich is called the tubing line, goes inside the other one, which

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +52 461 61 17575x153; fax: +52 461 61 17744.

is called the casing line. The entry point of gas and oil from
reservoir into the well is referred to as the wellbore. Valves re
sent an important part in production systems to allow indivi
flowrate control. Thus, the resulting pipeline network inclu
reservoirs, wells, manifolds, and valves (Fig. 1).

The main target of integrated reservoir management sh
be to maximize oil and gas recovery within the current e
nomic and technical limits. The target is not easy to ach
since a reasonably good development plan, even for a s
well, involves several stages in a traditional approach (Morooka,
Guilherme, & Mendes, 2001). Attempts to optimize petroleu
production have evolved in different directions. Considering
the reservoir, the optimization problem implies an analysis o
production–injection operation system where geological pa
eters become variables to optimize (Yang, Zhang, & Gu, 2003).
Efforts to optimize based on building intelligent systems
also demonstrated to be a potentially fertile technique to inc
petroleum production (Morooka et al., 2001).

On other direction, it was observed that a schedule of o
tions is typically demanded from the production planning p
of view. This analysis leads naturally to establish a multipe
E-mail address: richart@iqcelaya.itc.mx (R. V́azquez-Roḿan). optimization problem. Linear programming (LP) models have
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Fig. 1. A two-wells production system.

been used to solve planning of some coordinated operations in
petroleum production (Aronofsky & Williams, 1962; Garvin,
Crandall, John, & Spellman, 1957; Lee & Aronofsky, 1958). To
improve the accuracy of LP, an iterative scheme has been sug-
gested where non-linear simulation and LP are wisely combined
(Eeg & Herring, 1997). More recently, a multiperiod mixed-
integer linear programming (MILP) model has been proposed
for the planning and scheduling of oil investment and opera-
tion of offshore facilities (Iyer, Grossmann, Vasantharajan, &
Cullick, 1998). They applied piecewise linear approximations
to model each source of non-linearity in equations. Though
avoiding direct dealing with the difficulty of non-linear equa-
tions eases the computational burden, the result is not entirel
appropriate.

Mixed-integer non-linear programming (MINLP) has also
been applied for oil production:Van den Heever and Grossmann
(2000)proposed a MINLP model for offshore oilfield produc-
tion planning where non-linearities are incorporated. A bilevel
decomposition technique and the aggregation of time periods
allowing logic structures, were combined into a so-called aggre
gation/disaggregation algorithm to deal with the problem. Com-
plex business rules such as tax and royalty calculations were late
added to this model (Van den Heever, Grossmann, Vasanthara-
jan, & Edwards, 2000). A further analysis of the problem and
an innovative approach based on a Lagrangean decompositio
heuristic were presented inVan den Heever, Grossmann, Vasan-
t ns
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cally applied and fluid properties were normally estimated via
correlations (Abdel Waly, El-Massry, Darweesh, & El Sallaly,
1996). More recently,Handley-Schachler, McKie, and Quintero
(2000)proposed an optimization approach that includes property
evaluation based on cubic equation of state but serious simpli-
fications were imposed on the model. This approach has been
implemented in a commercial package for both simulation and
optimization of gas production. More recently, a model has been
developed that includes flow correlations to determine gas-lift
allocation where gas injection rates are discretized and solved via
special order sets (Kosmidis, Perkins, & Pistikopoulos, 2004).

In the daily gas and oil production problem, petroleum engi-
neers are typically requested to exactly produce as to satisfy a
given demand with the existing wells network, having a fixed
topology and associated valves to adjust each well production.
A difficulty of satisfying the programmed schedule produced
by LP, MILP, or MINLP planning schemes arises because the
interconnectivity of wells has never been considered during
planning stages. Even when productive wells belong to the same
reservoir, pressure at each wellbore can be radically different
and the associated cost of production may also be different in
each well. Hence, individual well productivity is substantially
affected because of the interconnectivity. As a result of the inter-
connectivity, a well might also attempt to inject into another
well rather than contributing to the overall production. It is then
important to include the prediction of flow direction in each
w than
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harajan, and Edwards (2001). In this case, operating conditio
re assumed constant across the whole planning horizon.
ver, it is well known that well and reservoir conditions cha
s a function of several variables such as the volume of ga
il extracted/injected and geological parameters (Horne, 1998).
rtiz-Gómez, Rico-Raḿırez, and V́azquez-Roḿan (2001)have

ncorporated this effect in a short-term planning of oil prod
ion.

Yet, the daily oil and gas production problem has rece
ittle attention. It has been reckoned that significant uplif
as and oil production can be achieved by means of contin
roduction system optimization on a daily basis (Heinemann
yons, & Tai, 1998). However, only a few papers have be
eported to optimize production in the most immediate te
n the past, decisions regarding production considered pr
imulation where nodal analysis (Beggs, 2003), which is not a
obust approach and fail for complex networks, has been
y
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ell. It is of course expected that the given demand, rather
aximizing production, be optimally satisfied.
This paper deals with the typical daily gas and oil produc

alculation. This problem can be visualized as a one-day
eriod planning. Both simulation and optimization problem
il and gas production are considered in this paper. TheKnitro
ode (Byrd, Gilbert, & Nocedal, 2000; Waltz, Morales, Orban
Nocedal, 2003) is applied to solve these problems. This c

mplements an interior method for non-linear programming
ses trust regions and a merit function to promote converg
he oil and gas production problem is established in Sect2

o identify all process units involved in this process. Basic
eptual process units are detected from the process desc
nd modeled in Section3. Section4 gives the solution stra
gy to obtain convergence in both simulation and optimiza
roblems. Cases of study are analyzed in Section5. Finally, our
onclusions are contained in Section6.

. Problem statement

The daily gas and oil production simulation and optimiza
roblems are established here as follows: for a given con
ation of a production system the purpose of simulation
alculate the contribution of each well in the overall product
he purpose of optimization concerns determination of the
ribution of each well when operating to satisfy a given dem
ut minimizing the total cost. The production system con
f a fixed topology, i.e. a process flowsheet, containing a n
er of reservoirs where several wells have been already d
ll wells must be considered ready to produce and are i
onnected via surface pipeline facilities where gas and
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distributed to sale and/or storage points. Once the wells topol-
ogy is established, the problem solved in this study answers
questions such as if the network can satisfy a given demand to
eventually take further appropriate actions. It is assumed that all
parameters in the model described later remain constant on a
time period of one day. A cost coefficient is associated to each
well and the problem is then formulated as minimizing the pro-
duction cost subject to technical constraints that come from the
topology and the constraint because of the given demand. Con-
straints for the optimization problem include mass, energy and
momentum balances, pipes’ diameters and valve’s parameters
to control the flow. Reverse flow is allowed so that injection
from one well into another well is an unknown to determine.
Neither drilling nor close down of wells is considered in this
study. The system must not produce more than the demand to
avoid storage problems, i.e. it becomes an equality constraint.
It is felt here that incorporating the demand constraint is a more
realistic problem since petroleum production is often limited by
international agreements. Next section contains a description of
the mathematical model.

3. Mathematical models

To ease both network description and the solution procedure,
two main types of conceptual process units are proposed:well
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Fig. 2. A pipe segment.

(Vázquez-Roḿan, 1998):

dPpipe

dL
= −ρg sinθ − fρv2

2D
− ρv

dv

dL
(1a)

dṁHpipe

dL
= −ṁg sinθ − dQ

dL
− ṁv

dv

dL
(1b)

whereP is the pressure,ρ the fluid density,g the acceleration
due to gravity,f the friction factor,v the fluid velocity,H the
enthalpy, andQ is the heat transfer.

According to Gibbs, given the mass and two independent
properties it is possible to determine the complete thermody-
namic state. Eqs.(1a)and(1b)suggest that pressure and enthalpy
represent the most natural independent variables for the thermo-
dynamic state evaluations. Thus, it is convenient to express the
velocity variable in(1a) and (1b) as a function of these two
variables, i.e.v = v(P, H) so that,

dv

dL
=

(
∂v

∂P

)
H

dP +
(

∂v

∂H

)
P

dH (2)

In addition, velocity can be expressed in terms of flowrate, den-
sity, and the cross-sectional area of the pipeA,

v = ṁ

ρA
(3)

Eqs.(1a), (1b), (2), and(3) can be combined for the pipe to
p[

[
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ndmanifold (Fig. 1). The conceptualwell represents the pip
onnecting the reservoir to allow gas and oil flow from the re
oir to the surface where it is connected to amanifold. Since a
ell has already been drilled and connected in one side to a
oir, it has only one point left for connection that correspond
he outlet point of the pipe. Themanifold then represents a pi
here several pipes,wells or manifolds, can be interconnecte
nd in where the mass may be transported certain distanc
implicity, we assume that themanifold may interconnect se
ralwells or manifolds at the entry (input) point but just anoth
anifold may be connected at the outlet point (output) of
anifold. A pipe has always an input point and one output p
ssociated so that a calculated negative flow means that th
irection is opposite to the expected one. There is also a
ssociated to eachwell or manifold. The underlining idea is th

he valve in thewell/manifold may not only represent the
alled “choke” valve of wells but also can it be used for the
ose of production control. Since both conceptual unitswell and
anifold contain two common parts, pipe and valve, the foll

ng subsections start by describing the model with assump
or each common part. Models for whole conceptual units
escribed latter. For the sake of simplicity in representa
ubindexes in several variables are only used during the co
ual units description.

.1. Pipe

Considering a homogeneous mass flowrate ˙m flowing across
pipe segment with diameterD, inclined a θ angle, and

otal length L (Fig. 2), then it has been shown that app
ng momentum and energy balance the resulting equation
w
e

s

,
p-

e

roduce,

1 + ṁ

Agc

(
∂v

∂P

)
H

]
dPpipe

dL
+

[
ṁ

Agc

(
∂v

∂Hpipe

)
P

]
dHpipe

dL

= − ṁg

Avgc

sinθ − fṁv

2ADgc

(4a)

ṁν

(
∂v

∂P

)
H

]
dPpipe

dL
+

[
1 + ṁv

(
∂v

∂Hpipe

)
P

]
dHpipe

dL

= −ṁg sinθ − dQ

dL
(4b)

Assuming constant average values in selected terms,
4a) and (4b) have been often integrated to determine
et conditions in a pipe (Vázquez-Roḿan, 1998). Furthermore
nergy balance (Eq.(4b)) is normally over simplified and

s even removed. These integrations, with constant valu
ost involved variables, have generated several models co

ng of pure algebraic equations. These models tend to co
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Fig. 3. Results with algebraic pressure drop models.

quadratic terms in flowrate, or even a fractional order, which
introduce numerical difficulties because of inconsistencies such
as the existence of multiple numerical solutions.Fig. 3 shows
this behavior when using the average velocity model proposed
in Vázquez-Roḿan (1998)for several pressures using a single
pipe with inlet temperature fixed to 410 K and mixture com-
position as given inTable 1. Several correlations based on this
type of simplified integration that are currently used to calculate
the pressure drop in wells can be found inBeggs (2003). In this
paper, the above equations are incorporated in the model withou
further simplifications and the result indicates that some diffi-
culties such as multiple solutions tend to disappear. All required
properties such as density or temperature are obtained when th
thermodynamic state is calculated.

Heat transfer in production systems is another complex prob
lem. The best assumption to make for heat transfer coefficient
around the wellbore is to consider them as buried pipelines
Methods to estimate heat transfer coefficients can be found
for instance, inIncropera and De Witt (1996). The overall heat
transfer coefficients in wells range from 0.5 to 50 Btu/(h ft2 R)
though the most typical values are around 2 Btu/(h ft2 R). Well-

Table 1
Molar composition for a testing mixture

Species mol%

M
E
P
n
I
n
I
n
N
C

bore completion geometry, diameter, materials, and geologic
information along flow path could be used to estimate the coef-
ficients in real cases. However, trial and error is normally applied
to fit values for each well. Wells experience high overall coeffi-
cients because of convection in high permeability water sands.
It is clear though that convective effect should be greater when
the seawater surrounds the pipe. Experience with commercial
programs indicates that different values in the heat transfer
coefficient are required to achieve the same answer. This tends
to occur when results are very sensitive to temperature. The
best solution is to segment the well according to the geologic
model. To apply this solution in this approach, the conceptual
well should be connected to a series of interconnectedmanifolds
where onemanifold is connected to another one having different
properties in the surroundings. The heat transfer equation can
easily be inserted in Eq.(1b)so that no extra equation has to be
considered for the model.

The friction factor required in Eqs.(4a) and (4b) is an
extremely complex surface physics phenomenon. Empirically
based correlations to “fit” the observed behavior have been
developed using the friction factor as a function of the rela-
tive roughness of the pipe wall and the Reynolds number (Re).
TheRe is a dimensionless number which measures the “smooth-
ness” of the flow: a lowRe indicates smooth orlaminar flow,
and a high number, indicates mixed orturbulent flow. The fol-
lowing equations are often used for friction factor (Perry, Green,
&
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ethane 86.74
thane 10.56
ropane 1.19
-Butane 0.17
sobutane 0.12
-Pentane 0.04
sopentane 0.04
-Hexane 0.03
itrogen 1.03
arbon dioxide 0.08
t
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Maloney, 1988):

= 64

Re
, if Re < 700 (5a)

1/2 =
[
1.74− 2 log

(
ε

D
+ 18.7

Ref 1/2

)]−1

, if Re > 3000

(5b)

= 64

Re
+ 1.008× 10−5(Re − 700), if 700 < Re < 3000

(5c)

It is worth to noting that these correlations are discontinu
t the two boundaries (Re = 700 and 3000) although in mo
ases pipes are operated in turbulent conditions. Howeve
bove correlations have been slightly modified to ensure

he friction factor is continuously differentiable, prevent frict
actor blow up, to improve smoothness at smallRe and continuity
t intermediate values. The main problem with Eqs.(5a)–(5c)
ppears when it is applied to two-phase systems becaus
ifficult to assign a universal definition for the viscosity in
e. The most commonly used form due toMcAdams, Woods
nd Heroman (1942)is used for this purpose here. In additi
bsolute values forRe in Eqs.(5a)–(5c)are used to allows rever
ow calculations.

Having the capability of evaluating the thermodynamic s
nd the friction factor, the pipe model essentially provides
ifferential equations. Thus, Eqs.(4a)and(4b)can be integrate

o produce the pressure drop and enthalpy change in the pi
iven inlet conditions, mass flowrate, and all parameters
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as pipe diameter, pipe length, and heat transfer coefficient. The
result is,

�Ppipe =
∫ L

0

b1a22 − b2a12

a11a22 − a12a21
dL (6)

�Hpipe =
∫ L

0

b1a21 − b2a11

a11a22 − a12a21
dL (7)

where

a11 = 1 + ṁ

Agc

(
∂v

∂P

)
(8a)

a12 = ṁ

Agc

(
∂v

∂H

)
(8b)

a21 = ṁv

(
∂ν

∂P

)
H

(8c)

a22 = 1 + ṁv

(
∂ν

∂H

)
P

(8d)

b1 = − ṁg

Avgc

sinθ − fṁv

2ADgc

(8e)

b2 = −ṁg sinθ − dQ

dL
(8f)

It is not possible to obtain analytical solutions to Eqs.(6)
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drop,�Pvalve, is modeled using a simplified linear expression
(Smith & Corripio, 2006):

�Pvalve = Cvalveṁ

Ap
(9)

whereCvalve is a constant parameter and Ap is the aperture of
valve which has a restricted value Ap∈ [0, 1]. Using the aper-
ture of valve allows that flow becomes nil when the valve is
closed though there may be a pressure difference between the
downstream and upstream pressures. In some cases, theCV can
be used to fit experimental information. An important feature
of this equation is that it can be used without any change for
reverse flow calculation.

In addition, speed of sound is evaluated to detect critical flow.
From physics, the speed of soundc is obtained from thermody-
namic properties (see, for instance,Smith, Van Ness, & Abbot,
1996). The maximum flowrate, ˙ms, is then calculated from,

ṁs = −VA

(
∂P

∂V

)
S

(10)

whereV is the molar volume,P the pressure, andS is the entropy.
For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed here that valves

operate under pure Joule–Thompson effect, i.e. the enthalpy is
the same at valve inlet and outlet. For given inlet pressure and
enthalpy conditions at valve inlet point and a positive flowrate,
t
e own
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nd(7) since all terms in these equations change with len
ence, they have to be integrated numerically. The given in
onditions could be the pressure and enthalpy at inlet po
ven measurable properties such as pressure and temp

n which case calculation of the thermodynamic state w
roduce enthalpy among other variables.

.2. Valves

Valves perform an important part in production systems
articular, the so-called choke valves produce effects in flow
eserve a separated analysis. Flow across a choke is divi

wo groups: subcritical and critical. Subcritical flow occurs w
he associated mixture velocity at the choke throat is less
he sonic velocity. This is also referred to as the condition w
he ratio of the downstream pressure to the upstream press
reater than the critical pressure ratio. Critical flow occurs w

he associated mixture velocity in the throat equals the s
elocity. The practical implication is that the flowrate depe
n the downstream pressure when subcritical flow occurs
hoke throat, whereas this dependency is radically eliminat
ritical flow. It means that after achieving critical flow, dow
tream pressure could be decreased further but the volum
owrate would remain constant. Supercritical condition ca
ccur in reality. Choke valves are strategically placed in w

o avoid the blow up of the formation.
Most flow simulators do not reproduce this effect and ei

borts the iteration or calculates a lower flowrate value bec
f the above-mentioned inconsistency in simplified integr
odels where multiple solutions may appear. In this work

sentropic process is considered in all valves and the pre
.
l
r
ure

t
in

n

is

e

ic

e

e

he outlet pressure is then calculated with Eq.(9) while the
nthalpy remains constant. If the flow is reverse then the kn
ressure and enthalpy correspond to the outlet point cond
nd Eq.(9)can be used to calculate the pressure at the so de
ntry point.

It must be observed that Eq.(9) is valid only for subcriti-
al flow. When critical flow is detected then the calculatio
educed to determine the energy content at outlet stream
he thermodynamic state. Hence, the valve model, as well a
ipe model, demands the evaluation of thermodynamic s
ext section contains a description of how the evaluatio

hermodynamic states is visualized in this model.

.3. Thermodynamic state

During production system operations, the state of agg
ion of fluid mixtures can be liquid, gas or a mixed liquid–ga
result of the various pressure and temperature condition
quation of state is then required to model the thermodyn
ehavior for both liquid and gas pure phases and mixtures. U
ubic equations of state is very attractive because they c
pplied in all fluid phases and they also cover a sufficient r
f pressure. The main disadvantage is that it aggregates
umerical difficulties because of the highly non-linear eq

ions added to the phase equilibrium problem. Several me
ave been developed to solve the phase equilibrium pro
he Gibbs energy function is the most widely thermodyna

unction used to determine the equilibrium state at given
erature and pressure. However, other energy functions
e more conveniently used for a different combination of in
endent variables such as pressure and volume.
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In general, methods can be classified as those using direct
minimization of the Gibbs energy function or those based on
satisfying the necessary conditions for the minimum.Seider,
Gautam, and White (1980)present a good review of these
approaches. More recently, global optimization strategies have
been applied to guarantee that the obtained numerical solution
corresponds to the overall minimum.McDonald and Floudas
(1995a, 1995b)applied activity coefficient models to address
global optimization.Harding and Floudas (2000)analyze the
most conventional cubic equations of state to provide convexity
by reformulating each non-linear expression and hence to obtain
the global minimum.

It is clear from above that calculating the thermodynamic
state is a challenging task. If the state calculation were directly
incorporated into the production model then the possibility of
failure is high.Geoffrion (1972)has observed while solving opti-
mization problems that some non-linearity difficulties may ease
by subdivisions. Hence, the calculation of the thermodynamic
state is considered here as ablack box to overcome the numer-
ical difficulties that cubic equations of state could introduce in
the model. Thus, an ad hoc method is used to produce appropri-
ate values in all required variables when given two independent
properties, pressure and enthalpy or temperature, and the molar
fraction of the system. A general cubic equation of state (Poling,
Prausnitz, & O’Connell, 2001) has been programmed to calcu-
late the thermodynamic states when up to two phases are in
e
f use
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pressure,q the volumetric production flow, andt is the oper-
ation time that starts when all parameters were determined.
The original reference should be consulted for appropriate
units.

Since all parameters and operation time are known for the
daily production problem then Eq.(11)can be simplified as:

�Prw = c1ṁ (12)

wherec1 is the result of combining the parameters from Eq.(11).
Lastly, Eq.(12)indicates that pressure drop can be approximated
in the short time as a linear function of flowrate. In addition,
each well has a maximum production flow, which may depend
on geological properties. This maximum is normally determined
from experimental work. Experience indicates however that the
maximum production for a well will rather depend on the choke
valve performance.

To evaluate the change of enthalpy from the reservoir to the
wellbore, it is assumed here that an isothermal process is carried
out. Then, the change of enthalpy is given by,

�Hrw = H(Pwellbore, T r, x) − H(P r, T r, x), (13)

wherePwellbore is the pressure at wellbore,Pr, Tr, and x the
reservoir pressure, temperature, and molar fraction, respectively,
H(Pr, Tr, x) then the enthalpy evaluated at reservoir conditions,
a on-
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quilibrium. The resulting subroutine was namedTState. The
ollowing subsections describe how the above models are
n the present approach for the so-called here conceptualwells
ndmanifolds.

.4. Conceptual well

The conceptualwell model is divided here in three main pa
s indicated above: mass flowing from the reservoir to the
ore, flowrate in the pipe, and the valve associated to the
oint of the pipe. The main assumption considered here is

he system operates under steady-state conditions becau
eservoir and pipe dynamics are irrelevant for the gas an
roduction problem in a daily basis.

Gas and oil flowrate from the reservoir to the well depe
n several factors such as geological properties of well
oundings like fractures, permeability, thickness, porosity,
odeling these factors is a considerable difficult task and
eyond our goals. It is a normal practice to indirectly ev
te them and incorporate their effects in terms of product

ndexes for each well. Thus, well production generates a pre
rop between the reservoir pressure and the flowing press
ellbore,�Prw, given by (Horne, 1998):

Prw = Pw − P r

= 141.2qBµ

kh

(
1

2

[
ln

0.000264kt

Φµctr
2
B

+ 0.80907

])
(11)

hereB, µ, k, h, ct, rB, andΦ are experimentally determin
arameters associated to the reservoir and the well,Pr the
eservoir pressure,Pw the wellbore or bottom hole flowin
d

t
t

the
l

-
.

e
at

ndH(Pwellbore, Tr, x) is the enthalpy evaluated at wellbore c
itions.

The equations for pipes and valves are incorporated to
12)and(13) to produce the overallwell model. The total pres
ure drop in thewell represents the difference between
ressure at the reservoir and the outlet pressure,Poutlet,w. For
given flowrate, the total pressure drop in wellw is calculated
s,

Pw = Poutlet,w − P r
w

= �Prw,w + �Ppipe,w + �Pvalve,w, ∀w ∈ W (14)

hereW is the set of conceptualwells w, �Pw the total pressur
rop,�Prw,w the pressure drop from the reservoir to the wellb

hat is calculated with Eq.(12),�Ppipe,w the pressure drop in th
ipe of thewell from the wellbore to the valve that is calcula
y simultaneous solution of Eqs.(6) and(7), and�Pvalve,w is

he pressure drop in the valve calculated with Eq.(9).
Similarly, the total change in enthalpy for awell, �Hw, is

btained as follows:

Hw = Houtlet,w − H r
w

= �Hrw,w + �Hpipe,w + �Hvalve,w, ∀w ∈ W (15)

hereH r
w is the enthalpy at reservoir conditions,Houtlet,w the

nthalpy at outlet point,�Hrw,w the enthalpy change fro
he reservoir to the wellbore that is calculated with Eq.(13),
Hpipe,w the enthalpy change in the pipe that is calculate

imultaneous solution of Eqs.(6) and(7), and�Hvalve,w is the
nthalpy change in the valve that is considered nil.
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3.5. Conceptual manifold

The conceptualmanifold allows that several pipes become
interconnected but it is itself a pipe where a valve is incorpo-
rated to control flowrate. As above indicated, mixture of all inlet
streams occurs at the inlet extreme point of this pipe. Then, the
inlet pressure of amanifold is equivalent to the outlet pressure
for each interconnected conceptualwell or even anothermani-
fold. Thus, a manifold would provide as many equations of same
type as interconnected units:

Pinlet,m = Poutlet,j, ∀m ∈ M and ∀j ∈ Jm (16)

whereM is the set ofmanifolds m, Jm the set of conceptual units
j connected at the inlet point ofmanifold m, Pinlet,m the pressure
at inlet point of conceptual manifoldm, andPoutlet,j is the outlet
pressure of the conceptual unitj.

Mass and energy balances are also required at inlet of each
manifold:

xi,mṁm =
∑

j

xi,jṁj, i = 1, . . . , c, ∀m ∈ M and ∀j ∈ Jm

(17a)

ṁmHinlet,m =
∑

ṁjHoutlet,j, i = 1, . . . , c,

∀
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4. Solution strategy

The Knitro code (Byrd et al., 2000; Waltz et al., 2003) is
applied to solve both simulation and optimization problems.
This code implements an interior method for non-linear pro-
gramming that uses trust regions and a merit function to promote
convergence. A detailed description of the algorithm is given in
Waltz et al. (2003). In this work, gradients are approximated
with forward finite differences and the Hessian is approximated
with the BFGS method. Even the resulting set of non-linear
equations is solved inKnitro where, to specify a non-linear
equations problem, the objective function is specified as zero
and all equations are considered as equality constraints. Numer-
ical integration of Eqs.(6) and(7) is performed by applying the
codeDASSL (Brenan, Campbell, & Petzold, 1989) to the set of
differential equations.

To start, a production system has to be described in terms of
conceptualwells andmanifolds. A dialog-based computer pro-
gram, calledWellNet, was developed to easy this description.
Fig. 4 shows this program where the topology of a production
system consisting on eightwells and twomanifolds has been
incorporated. Eachwell is represented with a circle, whereas
eachmanifold is represented with a rectangle. Associated param-
eters to each conceptual unit are defined in descriptive dialogs
that are activated by clicking in the representative circle or rect-
angle.
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m ∈ M and ∀j ∈ Jm (17b)

herec is the number of chemical species,xi,j the molar fraction
f speciesi in conceptual unitj, ṁj the total molar rate in con
eptual unitj, Houtlet,j the enthalpy at outlet point of concept
nit j, andHinlet,m is the enthalpy at inlet of conceptual unitm.

The overall pressure drop in themanifold m, �Pm, from the
nlet to the outlet is,

Pm = Poutlet,w − Pinlet,w

= �Ppipe,m + �Pvalve,m, ∀m ∈ M (18)

here�Ppipe,m is the pressure drop in the pipe of the manif
rom the inlet point to the valve that is calculated by simultane
olution of Eqs.(6) and(7) and�Pvalve,m is the pressure dro
n the valve that is calculated with Eq.(9). Indeed, the effect o
ressure drop in the valve can be not only fitted but also canc
y setting the parameterCvalve to zero. This might particular
e desirable when amanifold interconnect severalmanifolds.

The overall change of enthalpy for themanifold m, �Hm, is
btained from,

Hm = Houtlet,m − Hinlet,m

= �Hpipe,m + �Hvalve,m, ∀m ∈ M (19)

hereHoutlet,m is the enthalpy at outlet conditions,Hinlet,m the
nthalpy at inlet conditions,�Hpipe,m the change of enthalp
ithin the pipe that results from simultaneous solution of E

6) and(7), and�Hvalve,m is the change of enthalpy in the va
hat is assumed nil.
d

WellNet provides facilities to define the chemical specie
he mixture via a database that contains several pure che
pecies. Were it required, these properties could easily be
fied to use other values. In addition, several cubic equatio
tate could also be selected.WellNet was programmed in Visu
tudio C++ 6.0 and all cases presented here were tested in
entium 4, 2.40 GHz.
Once the topology of a production system and all requ

nformation are appropriately incorporated, users should s
hat problem to solve. Next sections describe both simul
nd optimization problems.

.1. The simulation problem

Several simulation cases are possible to evaluate inWellNet.
n all simulation problems, the topology and physical param
uch as the aperture of valves remain constant. The most t
ase in production systems consists of determining all flow
or given conditions at reservoir and sales or storage po
wo types of process simulation can be identified in this w
tandalone and overall simulation.

In a standalone situation forwells, at least the molar comp
ition of the flowing mixture and aperture of the valve mus
iven as well as all parameters, shown in the model above,
s length, diameter, etc. An analysis of degrees of freedom

n the most simplified model indicates eight unknowns and
quations to result in four degrees of freedom (Table 2). More
quations are involved in the model but they do not modify
ctual value for degrees of freedom. In fact, all of them h
een coded to configure the subroutineTState that calculate

he whole thermodynamic state. Eqs.(3), (4a), and(4b) from
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Fig. 4. WellNet interface.

Table 2
Degrees of freedom inwells for standalone simulation

Equation Probable unknowns

1 Pr,w − Poutlet,w − c1,wṁw −
∫ L

0

(
b1a22−b2a12

a11a22−a12a21

)
w

dL − Cvalve,wṁw

Apw
= 0 Pr,w, Poutlet,w, Apw, ṁw

2 ṁw(Houtlet,w − Hinlet,w) −
∫ L

0

(
b1a21−b2a11

a11a22−a12a21

)
w

dL = 0 H- outlet,w, H- inlet,w

Subroutines inTState
3 Toutlet,w = Toutlet,w(Poutlet,w, H- outlet,w, xw) Toutlet,w

4 Tinlet,w = Tinlet,w(Pr,w, H- inlet,w, xw) Tinlet,w

Number of equations: 4; number of unknowns: 8; degrees of freedom: 4.

Table 2are also included in this code. Thus,TState calculates
all thermodynamic states required to calculate the residuals for
Eqs. (1) and(2) from Table 1, which are used to converge the
simulation problem usingKnitro.

A typical scenario for a current standalone simulation in a
well consists in determining the outlet pressure and tempera-
ture for given flowrate, and inlet temperature and pressure. The
thermodynamic state at the reservoir can be calculated for given
experimental pressure, temperature, and molar composition at
the reservoir. Then, the thermodynamic state at the wellbore can
be calculated assuming an isothermal process and the pressure
calculated with Eq.(12) for a given flowrate. The pipe model is

then applied for the given flowrate and the thermodynamic state
at the wellbore to calculate the pressure drop and final enthalpy
for a given length. Simultaneous solution to Eqs.(6) and (7)
requires several calculations of thermodynamic states at differ-
ent lengths that are carried out inTState. The valve model is
finally solved to calculate the thermodynamic state at thewell
outlet. If the flowrate is unknown then the outlet (surface) pres-
sure should be defined and an iterative procedure could be used to
calculate the flowrate. The procedure is repeated underKnitro
control until convergence is achieved.

Another typical standalone simulation implies exchanging
the flowrate with the outlet pressure in the above problem so that

Table 3
Degrees of freedom inmanifolds for standalone simulation

Equation Probable unknowns

1 Pinlet, m − Poutlet, m −
∫ L

0

(
b1a22−b2a12

a11a22−a12a21

)
m

dL − Cvalve, mṁm

Apm
= 0 Pinlet, m, Poutlet, m, Apm, ṁm

2 ṁm(Houtlet, m − Hinlet, m) −
∫ L

0

(
b1a21−b2a11

a11a22−a12a21

)
m

dL = 0 H- outlet, m, H- inlet, m

Subroutines inTState
3 Toutlet, m = Toutlet, m(Poutlet, m, H- outlet, m, xm) Toutlet,m

4 Tinlet, m = Tinlet, m(Pr, m, H- inlet, m, xm) Tinlet,m

Number of equations: 4; number of unknowns: 8; degrees of freedom: 4.
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the flowrate becomes an unknown while the pressure is given. In
this case,TState would again calculate the inlet thermodynamic
state and Eqs. (1) and(2) from Table 1are used to converge
flowrate and outlet temperature.

In all standalone simulations,WellNet calculates the maxi-
mum flowrate, according to Eq.(10), to report this value and
flagging on if the demanded or calculated flowrate results big-
ger than the critical value. Both residuals for Eqs. (1) and(2)
from Table 1andTState are prepared to use negative flowrate to
allow reverse flow.

The standalone simulation for amanifold is similar to the
well. Table 3indicates also four degrees of freedom to result in
a set of options similar to the standalone simulation forwells.
It is important in this case that the thermodynamic state at inlet
point be previously calculated and then the similarity towells
is maintained. Two cases are thus implemented withinWell-
Net for standalone simulation ofmanifolds: in the first case,
Eqs. (1) and(2) from Table 3are solved to determine the outlet
pressure and enthalpy and then the thermodynamic state. In a
second case, the flowrate becomes an unknown, whereas the out-
let pressure is given. Critical flowrate is also flagged on when it
appears.

In the overall simulation, one or several wells are intercon-
nected with one or severalmanifolds. The mixture effect at inlet
point of manifolds given by Eqs.(17a)and(17b)must be incor-
porated here. Inclusions of these equations allow calculation
o te in
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function consists of associating a producing-cost coefficient for
eachwell to minimize the production cost as inOrtiz-Gómez
et al. (2001)but reducing the expression to a single period. The
objective function is then established as,

min
∑

cwṁw, ∀w ∈ W (20)

wherecw is the cost coefficient in US$/mol forwell w to obtain
the objective function in US$/day.

The cost of production for gas in Mexico is around US$ 0.50
per billion BTU at standard conditions and it is almost a con-
stant for each well. The cost of production for oil depends on the
well since some may produce naturally but others may require
artificial lift. This cost is normally reported in US$/barrel. Obvi-
ously, a simple procedure is applied to convert the cost of
oil and gas production into the appropriate units required in
Eq.(20).

Gas and oil production are subject to reservoir and surface
constraints, i.e. reservoir deliverability in a well and surface pres-
sure. In addition, a well is interconnected in a platform with any
other well producing from the same reservoir or even to wells
producing from different reservoirs and coming from another
platform. Mass and energy balances are also required in mix-
ing points. The equations related to these constraints have been
already described in the simulation problem and they are directly
extracted inWellNet from the declared conceptual units and their
i
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f those variables related to the inlet thermodynamic sta
anifolds. These variables correspond to those that were g
uring the standalone simulation. Besides equations rela

hermodynamic states, the system is considered to genera
quations, and hence two degrees of freedom, per each co

ual unit.
Calculation of critical flow and its effect becomes an imp

ant issue for the overall simulation. An option to model
ffect is by introducing auxiliary variables in Eqs.(14)and(18)

o extend their applicability to critical flow and to allow that th
esiduals be nil in those cases where the outlet pressure is
han the calculated value when using critical flow. Howe
t was observed thatKnitro allows solving non-linear equ
ions with dynamic bounds on the variables. Thus, the maxim
owrate, calculated with(10), was incorporated inWellNet as
bound for the variable. Then, a simple conditional was

rammed to make the residuals in Eqs.(14)and(18)nil when the
ow is critical and the real outlet pressure is lower than the
alculated with these equations. Section5 contains example
here some simulation situations are analyzed.

.2. The optimization problem

The optimization problem attached to the operational p
em can be formulated in several forms. In general terms
bjective function consists of maximizing profits, minimiz
osts, or a combination of these purposes. For instance,
il production comes from different reservoirs then the ob

ive function may include a term where the oil production
ell is affected by the price of the type of oil that is produ

n each well (Kosmidis et al., 2004). In this work, the objectiv
o
o
p-

er

n

nterconnectivity.
In addition, gas and oil production in the world is regulate

nternational laws and agreements. Hence, the production
lways satisfy a given demand so that the imposed cons
ust be an equality equation:

ṁw = d, ∀w ∈ W (21)

hered is the given demand. Molar flowrate is again consid
ere but volumetric flow could easily be used instead.

It can be observed that flowrates are the most natural
bles for the optimization problem. Since valve apertures
sed to control flowrates in the model proposed here, v
pertures are used as the optimization variables. In p
le, this choice is consistent with the real system since v
ssociated to wells are physical means to flow control. V
pertures clearly contain specific bounds [0, 1], which ca
nforced to satisfy throughout the optimization process w
nitro.
The optimization problem consists then in using the ob

ive function, Eq.(20), to satisfy a given demand (Eq.(21))
ubject to the equations of the model forwells and mani-
olds (Tables 2 and 3), where aperture of valves forwells are
he unknown variables. Any standalone optimization forwells
ould then produce information on the possibility of satis

ng the given demand but there is no standalone simulatio
anifolds inWellNet.
The overall optimization problem contains the follow

quations: the objective function (Eq.(20)); demand constrain
Eq. (21)); two equations and theTState code for each we
Eqs.(14) and(15)); (c + 3) equations and theTState code for
ach manifold (Eqs.(17a), (17b), (18), and(19)). The result is a
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Table 4
Molar composition in well CHUC 62

Species mol%

Methane 34.029
Ethane 11.138
Propane 7.565
n-Butane 3.756
Isobutane 1.313
n-Pentane 1.326
Isopentane 1.838
n-Hexane 3.010
C7+ 32.456
Nitrogen 0.230
Carbon dioxide 2.446
H2S 0.893

objective function that is certainly linear and a set of constraints
that are highly non-linear. If the cheapest resource could satisfy
the demand then the solution is rather trivial since the opti-
mum value would obviously be to keep production with just one
well. However, when several interconnected wells are needed to
satisfy the demand the answer is not so simple because of inter-
connectivity effects. There have been real cases of study where
one well may even attempt to inject into another one. In other
words, the maximum production of a group of interconnected
wells is not equivalent to the sum of the maximum production
of each individualwell. This mistake in the model occurs very
often during multiperiod planning where interconnectivities are
not included in the model. Next section contains a description
of some real cases of study where the proposed model has been
applied.

5. Illustrative examples

As indicated above, a prototype calledWellNet has been pro-
grammed using C++ Microsoft Visual Studio 6.0 in order to test
our approach. It allows incorporation of all conceptualwells and
manifolds having the system memory as the limitation.Knitro
was incorporated into the Visual Studio project via a conven-
tional library. The code has not been optimized and may take
too much time to solve a given problem because of a continu-
o ever,
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Fig. 5. Pressure profile in well CHUC 62.

the mixture in this well. Experimental production flowrate and
outlet conditions are also known. Other thermodynamic experi-
mental values have been omitted but Peng–Robinson and Soave
cubic equations of state seem to predict well those properties. To
detect the accuracy and robustness of the proposed formulation,
it was decided to simulate the well inWellNet for the known
flowrate to compare the outlet pressure with the experimental
value.

The numerical evidence indicates that, for the given well pro-
duction, the error in the outlet pressure estimation compared to
experimental data was within 15%. The pressure profile obtained
in WellNet, when thermodynamic properties were estimated with
Peng–Robinson and Soave, is shown inFig. 5. It is convenient to
show these results in aP–T graph to detect the two-phase zone.
Fig. 6 shows the predictedP–T thermodynamic behavior for
this mixture using Peng–Robinson and the estimated pressure
profile. It is observed that the error increases when the mixture
separates into two phases in equilibrium. This separation occurs
at around 3000 m deep.
us memory verification that has been programmed. How
t has been sufficient for our research purposes. The main
nterface inKnitro is shown inFig. 4.

Several examples have been solved to highlight the s
f the proposed approach. Some of them are presented

o show not only convergence properties but also feasibili
he model. All examples were calculated in a 700 MHz PC
90 kB RAM. Though several cubic equations of state c
e selected in our prototype for thermodynamic properties
ation, the Peng–Robinson equation has been used in

xamples given below.

.1. Case of study I

The first case of study corresponds to a single Mexican
alled CHUC 62.Table 4shows the reported molar fraction
-
st

l
Fig. 6. P–T and pressure profile in well CHUC 62.
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Fig. 7. Case of study II.

5.2. Case of study II

An 800 m deep vertical well connected to a 50 m lengthman-
ifold is considered as a second case of study.Fig. 7 shows this
system that is a real case situated in the north area of Mex-
ico and the well is named Cañas 2. The system was modeled
assuming that conditions of 95 bar and 340 K remains constant
at wellbore. The pipe diameter is 0.073 m and composition of the
mixture is given inTable 5. The numerical experiment purpose
in this case of study was to test the model capability to include
reverse flow calculation. The outlet pressure at themanifold was
then modified and flowrate was calculated in each simulation.
Convergence was indeed achieved in all cases in less than 10
iterations and 30 evaluations of the residuals. However, it was
observed that convergence around the nil flow took too much
time to achieve the solution. The difficulty was in solving the
differential set of Eqs.(6) and (7) where the integration step
tends to be too small. The solution taken to avoid this numeri-
cal situation was to introduce a disjunctive equation where the
flowrate is enforced to be nil when, in any iteration, the sug-
gested flow is [−0.5„0.5] in mole. Thus,Fig. 8shows the final
results where it can be seen that reverse flow may occur when
outlet pressure is greater than 100 bar. Optimization of this sys-
tem is allowed inWellNet but the problem is too small. The result
however is consistent and provides the aperture of the valve to
satisfy a given demand.

T
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Fig. 8. Production behavior in case of study II.

Fig. 9. Case of study III: fourwells and onemanifold.

5.3. Case of study III

The third case of study consists of a gas field having four
vertical wells with natural flow and onemanifold (Fig. 9). Since
all of them are producing from the same field, then the overall
composition of the mixture is the same (Table 6). Each pipe
in the well has a diameter of 0.073 m, and lengths of 1355,
1800, 1700, and 1390 m, respectively. Themanifold is 2000 m
length and 0.073 m diameter and the outlet pressure is 40 bar.
The process simulation indicates that the gas production would
be 2315, 3632, 3853, and 2007 MSCF/day, respectively. It took
8 iterations and 56 residual evaluations inWellNet.

Table 6
Molar composition in case of study III

Species mol%

Methane 86.74
Ethane 10.56
Propane 1.19
n-Butane 0.17
Isobutane 0.12
n-Pentane 0.08
n-Hexane 0.03
Nitrogen 1.03
Carbon dioxide 0.08
able 5
olar composition in well Cãnas 2

pecies mol%

ethane 65.33
thane 5.68
ropane 6.61
-Butane 2.08
sobutane 0.41
-Pentane 0.38
-Hexane 0.02
itrogen 18.34
arbon dioxide 1.15
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Considering the same topology, it was decided to modify
the outlet pressure at themanifold to verify the possibility of
reverse flow. When the outlet pressure in themanifold is con-
sidered 50 bar, the gas production is−643, 5360, 5589, and
−405 MSCF/day. These results indicate that two wells would
stop producing and possible would receive mass injected from
the two other wells. In this case, it took 7 iterations and 49 eval-
uations to achieve the solution.

The same topology is considered to show the optimization
capability. A demand of 11520 MSCF/day was established and
the cost of production associated to wells was 11.4, 12.6, 12.3,
and 11.4 expressed in Mexican pesos per MSCF, respectively.
The optimal result indicates that valves in wells 1, 3, and 4 should
be totally open, whereas the valve in well 2 should be 80% open.
In this case, it took 16 iterations and 114 evaluations to achieve
the solution. This result is as expected since it goes well with
the logical analysis of producing first with the cheapest resource,
then with next cheapest resource until the demand is achieved.
It indicates that the production system was not badly designed.
However, it should also be clear from above that increasing the
outlet pressure might produce reverse flow in which case the
optimization answer is not so simple.

To continue with testing the accuracy and robustness of the
model and numerical approach, several numerical experiments
were carried out. Number of iterations, gradient and function
evaluations, and time of convergence were registered. Same mix-
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